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Abstract: Achieving maximum throughput (THR) of crossbar switch node is
obtained by calculating the non-conflict schedule to switch incoming packets. In this
paper the results from a numerical simulation of the THR obtained using the gridcluster of IICT-BAS (ww.grid.bas.bg) are presented. Our simulation employs MiMaalgorithm specified by apparatus of Generalized Nets. We utilize family of patterns of
our own design for non-symmetric traffic (based on the Chang-model). The main
result includes determining of the upper bound of the THR of the MiMa-algorithm as
the maximal possible throughput value equal to 100%.
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СПОСОБНОСТИ КОММУТАТОРА С МАТРИЧНЫМ
ПЕРЕКЛЮЧАТЕЛЕМ ДЛЯ ВХОДЯЩЕГО ТРАФИКА ТИПА
МОДИФИЦИРОВАННОЙ МОДЕЛИ ЧАНГ-А
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Резюме: Достижение максимальной пропускной способности (ПС)
коммутационного узла с матричным переключателем получается путем
вычисления бесконфликтного расписания для коммутации входящих пакетов. В
данной работе представлены результаты численного моделирования ПС,
полученые с использованием вычислительной сети IICT-BAS (ww.grid.bas.bg).
Наше моделирование использует MiMa-алгоритм, специфицированный
аппаратом Обобщенных сетей. Для несимметричного входящего трафика мы
применили семейство шаблонов на основе Чанг-модели. Основной результат
состоит в определения максимальной ПС при МiMa-алгоритмe как стремящееся
к значению равному 100%.
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1. Introduction
Crossbar switch node is a device which maximizes the speed of data transfer using
parallel existing paths between the input and output lines in the commutation field of
the node (as shown in Figure 1) [1]. This is obtained by means of a non-conflict
commutation schedule calculated by the control block (Scheduler) of the switch node
(as shown in Figure 2) [2]. From a mathematical point of view the calculation of such
a schedule is NP-complete [3]. The existing classical solutions (PIM-algorithm [4],
iSLIP-algorithm [5]) partly solved the problem. New more effective algorithms for
schedule calculation are needed and they have to be checked for efficiency. As
examples we can mention the CTC(N) [6] and RR/LQF [2] algorithms.
The efficiency of the switch performance is firstly evaluated by the throughput
(THR) provided by the node for uniform and non-uniform load traffic [1, 2, 6]. The
modelling of the THR should be performed for large area of the switch field (from
2x2 to at least 128x128 input/output lines). Such simulations and the necessary
computations are typically carried out by using grid-computer structures. In our
previous works we used this approach [7].

Fig.1 Crossbar switching field.

Fig.2 An input-queued switch with a scheduler.

In this paper we determine the THR of a crossbar switch (with input buffering and
Virtual Output Queues – Figure 2) by means of a computer simulation up to 130x130
lines. We utilize family of patterns of our own design for non-symmetric traffic
(based on the Chang-model [8]). Our simulation employs MiMa-algorithm
(developed by the first author) specified by apparatus of Generalized Nets (GN).
Generalized Nets [9] are a formal tools allowing a representation of connections in
serial and parallel processes [10, 11].
The main results of the paper include determining of an upper bound of the
throughput for MiMa-algorithm under the specified family of patterns. The bound of
the throughput of the MiMa-algorithm approaches the maximal possible throughput
value equal to 100%.
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2. MiMa-algorithm for computing a conflict-free schedule
The requests for packet transmission through switching n × n line switch node is
presented by an n × n matrix Т, named traffic matrix (n is integer). Matrix T describes
unidirectional packet flow - from input lines to output lines. Every element tij (tij  {0,
1, 2, …}) of the traffic matrix represents a request for a packet from input i to output
j. For example tij = p means that p packets from the i−th input line have to be send to
j−th output line of the switch node [5].
A conflict situation arises when in any row of the matrix T the number of requests
is more than one. This corresponds to a case when source declares packets for more
than one receiver. If any column of a matrix T contain more than one element
different from zero, this indicates also a conflict situation. Avoiding conflicts is
closely related to the effectiveness of the switch node. In order to obtain the nonconflict schedule is necessary to compute the sequence of conflict-free matrices Q1 ,
. . . , Qm such that their sum will be equal to the traffic matrix T. Each column and
row of matrices Qi , i = 1,2,…,m has no more than 1 element equal to one and the rest
of elements are equal to 0.
We will give a brief description of the MiMa-algorithm (compute the matrix Q1).
Step 1. Initially, matrix T is introduced (tij : I,j { 1, 2, …, n}, n=const).
Step 2. A vector-column, which consists of the number of conflicts in each row
(row conflict weights) is calculated.
Step 3. If there is no requests (vector-column contain only 0-elements) then go to
Step 9. Else - continue.
Step 4. A vector-row, which consists of the number of conflicts in each column
(column conflict weights), is calculated too.
Step 5. In the vector-row we choose the maximal element which determines the
column with the most conflicts.
Step 6. In the vector-column we choose the maximal element which determines
the row with the most conflicts.
Step 7. If there is a request in the place of intersection of the column and row with
most conflicts,
then: we take this request as an element of the non-conflict matrix Q1.
Temporary records zero(0)-weight for these input and output lines. Go to Step 2.
else: (If there is no request) we choose the element in the vector-column
which is closest in value to the maximal element. The element in the vector row
remains the same.
Step 8. We check if there is a request in the intersection, etc. (like Step 7, we omit
details).
As a result for the chosen column of T we will have a request selected for
commutation (if such a request exists at all). The row and column containing the
selected request are excluded from the computation of Q1. Go to Step 2 (The next
elements of Q1 are computed by repeating the above procedure).
Step 9. Stop.
As a result the first matrix Q1 may consists of elements (requests) with maximal
weight of conflicts in T. The next non-conflict matrices Q2, . . . ,Qm are computed
analogously. The last matrix Qm will contain only the non-conflict requests in matrix
T.
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Our model is developed for packet switch node with an equal number of inputs
and outputs. Its graphic form is shown on Figure 3. At the first moment of the current
modeling time, one token enters into place l1 (start). This token represents requests for
sending a packet (all packets have the same size). It has an initial characteristic : “ch 0
= (pr1ch0, pr2ch0) = < n, T>” ( the number of the input/output lines, noted by n and the
traffic matrix T). The end of the MiMa-algorithm is indicated by receiving a token in
the place l22 (stop). At this moment the place l20 contains the tokens of the final nonconflict schedule (the tokens who represent the solutions Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qm ).

Fig.3 Graphical form of GM-model of MiMa-algorithm
The model has possibilities to provide information about the number of
switching in crossbar matrix, as well as about the average number of packets
transmitted by one switch. Analysis of the model proves receiving a non-conflict
schedule.
3. Models for load traffic
For simulations we will use a modified pattern model for Chang’s [8] load traffic.
Our basic model includes a family of patterns denoted below as Cg-i , i=1,2,…
Requests represent packets with the same size. The index i shows values of element in
the traffic matrix. The optimal schedule for Cg-1 requires kopt = 1.(n-1) switchings of
the crossbar matrix for n x n switch. The optimal schedule for Cg-i requires kopt = i.(n1) switchings of the crossbar matrix for n x n switch. The throughput is computed by
dividing the result of optimal solution by the result of the simulated solution: if the
Mima-algorithm gives the schedule with kr switchings, then the throughput will be kopt
/ kr. This model ensures 100% load intensity of the input lines and 100% workflow of
the output lines. The traffic matrices for Cg-1 and traffic matrices for Cg-i are shown
in Figure 4. The generation of these patterns does not depend on the type of hardware
and software simulation tools.
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Fig.4 The basic family of patterns for Chang’s load traffic: Cg-1 and Cg-i
The MiMa-algorithm is deterministic. For one matrix T(kxk) it gives one solution
Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qm and THR receives quantized values for k from 3 to n. To achieve more
precision of simulations in this paper we propose a modification of the family of
patterns Chaoi, as it is shown below : for n = 3 we have three traffic matrices T1 ( see
Figure 5 for model Cm-1), for n = k we have k traffic matrices Ti (see Figure 5 for
Cm-i). The resulting throughput is the average for n runs for each size n × n.

Fig.5 The family of patterns for modified Chang’s load traffic: Cm-1 and Cm-i
4. Computer simulation
The transition from the formal model to the executive program is carried out as in
[12]. The source codes have been created using the program packet Vfort [13] - free
access from Institute of mathematical modeling of Russian Academy of Sciences. The
source codes have been compiled with means of the grid-cluster BG01-IPP of the
Institute IICT- BAS (www.grid.bas.bg). The resulting code is executed locally in the
grid-cluster. The operation system is Scientific Linux release 6.5 (Carbon), kernel
2.6.32-431.20.3.e16.x86 64. We used the following grid-resources: up to 16 CPU (2
blades), 32 threads, 2GB RAM. The main restriction is the time for execution ( < 72
hours).
Figure 6 shows the results from computer simulation of the MiMa-algorithm with
input data by basic Chang and modified Chang pattern. Sizes of the crossbar matrix
used for these simulations range from 3x3 to 130x130. Smoothing of the THR is
clearly visible. The curve of calculation time is not only smoothed, but also the time is
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significantly reduced. Thus, we conclude that our modification of the basic family of
patterns enables us to obtain more precise results in the simulations of MiMaalgorithm with respect to the THR and the time for execution.

Fig.6 THR and time for basic Chang’s load traffic Cg-1 and modified Cm-1
Figure 7 shows the results from computer simulation of the MiMa-algorithm with
input data Cm-1, Cm-10, Cm-100. Sizes of the crossbar matrix used for these
simulations range from 3x3 to 130x130. To simplify the notations in the figures, the
modified pattern is denoted as Cm-j for j=1,10,100… It is shown that the time of
execution increases linearly with increasing of the pattern index j. The THR also
increases.

Fig.7 THR and time for modified Chang’s load traffic Cm-10 and Cm-100.
This rise the question of whether the 100% THR is a bound for the family of
curves for Cm-j when j tends to infinity. In order to answer this question, further
simulations are needed.
Figure 8 shows results from computer simulation of the MiMa-algorithm with
input patterns Cm-1000 and Cm-10000. A main restriction is the time for execution.
The grid-time used for this simulation varies from 58 hours up to 70 hours for Pattern
j=10000. The dimension n varies from 3×3 to 100×100 and n simulations (runs) for
each size (n×n) of pattern Cm-10000 are executed.
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Fig.8 THR and time for modified Chang’s load traffic Cm-1000 and Cm-10000.
It is seen that values of throughput for Cm-j are approaching the value of
maximum of 100%, when j  1000 and n  64. As a whole the results obtained are
consistent with the expectation that the THR approaches the maximum value of
100%.
5. Conclusion
The main results of the paper include determining of an upper bound of the
throughput for MiMa-algorithm under a modified family of patterns. The bound of the
throughput of the algorithm approaches the maximal possible throughput value equal
to 100%. This is achieved at the expense of an increased time of the algorithm
execution. The further investigations should be orientated to optimize the time of
execution through parallel computation of operations in MiMa-algorithm.
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